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Abstract. Polarisation diversity in radar remote sensing
proved to be very successful in a variety of applications.
Hydrometeors as raindrops or ice crystals are anisotropic
radar targets giving rise to the use of polarisation diversity
in weather radars. One advanced polarimetric weather radar
is DLR’s POLDIRAD in Oberpfaffenhofen. The huge data
archive of this radar consists mainly of power measurements
at diverse polarisation bases.

This study investigates the possibility to apply the polari-
sation basis transformation directly on power measurements.
As a result, empirical transfer functions for the change of
the polarisation basis of radar reflectivities are derived. To
check their validity they are applied to appropriate polari-
metric radar data from the POLDIRAD.

1 Introduction

Since 60 years weather radars have proven to be successful
in the measurement of the rain rate over large areas. The
first generation of weather radars measured only the power
of the backscattered signal, later upgraded towards coherent
systems to measure also the radial Doppler velocity.

Around 30 years ago,McCormick and Hendry(1975)
started extensive research on polarimetric weather radars at
the National Research Council of Canada using circular po-
larisation basis at S- and Ka-band frequencies.

Inspired by Seliga and Bringi (1976, 1978), the commu-
nity started in the 1980s to investigate polarimetric weather
radars transmitting alternately horizontal and vertical po-
larised pulses, receiving the backscattered echo in either of
these polarisations or simultaneously in both.
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A radar that combines all these approaches is the Polarisa-
tion Diversity Radar POLDIRAD of the German Aerospace
Center (DLR) in Oberpfaffenhofen built in the mid 1980s.
It uses a polarisation network based on ferrite phase shifters
to transmit and receive arbitrarily linear, circular or elliptical
polarisations. The backscattered echo is measured simulta-
neously by linear and logarithmic receivers. A technical de-
scription of this C-band (5.45 cm wavelength) radar and its
measurement principle is given inSchroth et al.(1988).

The data archive of the first 10 years of POLDIRAD’s po-
larimetric measurements consists due to storage limitations
mainly of power measurements, namely reflectivity measure-
ments. An interesting set of data was taken under the aegis
of the PADRE project,Chandra et al.(1994). During this
project, stratiform storms were measured within a time in-
terval lasting a few minutes at different polarisation bases.
Using these data we investigate the possibility to perform po-
larisation basis transformations directly on reflectivity mea-
surements.

The theory of the change of polarisation basis by means
of a unitary basis transformation is well understood,Mott
(2007). The polarisation basis transformation can be applied
to coherent radar measurements if the full polarisation scat-
tering matrix is measured,Schroth et al.(1988).

The approach we choose to transform directly the reflec-
tivities is based on scattering simulations of rain at C-band.
Empirical transfer functions between reflectivities at differ-
ent polarisations are derived. To test their performance, these
relationships are applied to the aforementioned radar data.
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2 Basics

2.1 Polarisation of electromagnetic waves

The free-space solution of the Helmholtz equation for the
electric field of plane TEM waves yields

E(z, t) = Ex̂,ŷ · e−jk0z · ejωt (1)

wherez is the propagation axis,j=
√

−1, ω is the angular
frequency,t is the time andk0 is the free-space propagation
constant.Ex̂,ŷ the complex vector amplitude of the electric
field also called Jones vector is given by

Ex̂,ŷ =

(
Ex

Ey

)
=

(
E0xejδx

E0yejδy

)
(2)

wherex̂, ŷ are orthonormal vectors forming the polarisation
basis. Polarisation bases used for this work are linear verti-
cal/horizontal, linear slant and circular.

The backscattering properties of one single raindrop are
described in terms of the backward scattering amplitude ma-
trix at linear vertical/horizontal polarisation basis as defined
by McCormick and Hendry(1975)(
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where the superscriptsi and s denote the incident wave at
the scatterer and the scattered wave at the distanceR re-
spectively. Raindrops are assumed to be oblate, symmet-
ric, Pruppacher and Pitter(1971), and uncanted scatterers,
Beard and Jameson(1983), resulting in the simplification
of Shv=Svh=0. Under these assumptions linear vertical and
horizontal polarisations are the principal polarisations which
propagate through rain without being depolarised.

The polarisation basis transformation of the backward
scattering amplitude matrix is given by

Sê1,ê2
= UT

ê1,ê2→v̂,ĥ
S

v̂,ĥ
U

ê1,ê2→v̂,ĥ
(4)

where the superscriptT stands for transposed,Mott (2007).
The basis transformation matrixU

ê1,ê2→v̂,ĥ
is a 2x2 unitary

matrix. The two columns of the basis transformation matrix
are the Jones Vectors of the polarisationsê1 andê2 expressed
in the polarisation basiŝv, ĥ.

The basis transformation matrix between verti-
cal/horizontal (v̂, ĥ) and left-/right-handed circular po-
larisations(l̂, r̂) and +45◦/−45◦ linear slant polarisations
(/̂, \̂) are

U
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and
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resulting in the transformed backward scattering amplitude
matrices

S
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and
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)
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It should be pointed out that at linear vertical/horizontal
polarisation basis the anisotropy of the oblate raindrops
shows up in the main diagonal of the scattering matrix. How-
ever, at circular or linear slant polarisation basis this informa-
tion is contained within the columns of the scattering matrix.

2.2 Scattering simulation of rain

To simulate the backward scattering amplitudes of raindrops,
the Fredholm integral method (FIM) for dielectric spheroids
was used,Holt et al.(1978). All raindrops were assumed to
be equally aligned with their major axis along horizontal po-
larisation without any canting. The empirical relationships of
Ray(1972) were applied to calculate the dielectric properties
of the raindrops.

Three raindrop shape models served as input to the scat-
tering simulation

– Pruppacher and Beard(1970),

– Keenan et al.(2001),

– and a combination ofKeenan et al.(2001), Andsager
et al.(1999) andBeard and Chuang(1987).

A gamma drop size distribution normalised with respect
to the liquid water content,Bringi and Chandrasekar(2001),
was used, given as

N(D) = Nwf (µ)

(
D

D0

)µ

e
−(3.67+µ) D

D0 (9)

with

f (µ) =
6

3.674

(3.67+ µ)µ+4

0(µ + 4)
(10)

where0 is the gamma function.
With the backward scattering amplitudes for horizontal

Shh and vertical polarisationsSvv, obtained by the scattering
simulations, the polarisation basis transformations according
to Eqs. (7) and (8) were performed. Using the radar cross
section given as

σxy = 4π · |Sxy |
2 (11)

the reflectivitieszxy were calculated as

zxy =
λ4

π5|K|2
·

∫
D

σxy(D)N(D)dD (12)
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whereλ is the wavelength in mm,|K|
2 is a dielectric fac-

tor andσxy is the radar cross section in mm2 for an incident
wave of polarisationy and a scattered wave of polarisationx.
The integration was performed for raindrops with an equivol-
umetric diameterD ranging from 0.1 mm to 8 mm. Propaga-
tion effects such as attenuation and differential propagation
phase were neglected.

Usually the reflectivity is given in logarithmic units as

Zxy = 10 · log10

( zxy

mm6m−3

)
(dBZ). (13)

To model the natural variations of rainfall, 1500 simula-
tions were performed. For each simulation the temperature
was varied randomly between 1◦C and 25◦C. Furthermore,
one of the three axis ratios was randomly selected. The three
parameters of the normalised gamma distribution were varied
as 2≤ logNw≤5, 0.5 mm≤D0≤3.5mm and−1≤µ≤5. The
set of input parameters was chosen in a way that the resulting
distribution of the rain rate satisfies with close agreement the
disdrometer measurements fromHagen(2001).

The reflectivities are determined by the weather radar mea-
suring the backscattered and received power simultaneously
in the co- and the cross-polarised receiver channels by log-
arithmic receivers. The reflectivity is then calculated using
the radar equation for distributed targets as

Zxy = 10 · log10(C · R2
· P xy)(dBZ) (14)

with the radar constantC, R the range between the radar and
the radar pulse volume andP xy the mean received power.

2.3 Radar data

Figure1 shows an example set of reflectivity measurements
taken with the POLDIRAD. Shown are vertical cuts (range-
height indicators, RHI’s) of stratiform summer storms. As
mentioned, the uniqueness of these datasets is that the storm
was measured within a time interval last a few minutes at dif-
ferent polarisation bases. In all datasets the storm was first
measured in linear vertical/horizontal polarisation basis, fol-
lowed few minutes later by a measurement in linear slant po-
larisation basis and again few minutes later in circular polari-
sation basis. The reflectivitiesZhh andZ\\ look qualitatively
almost equal.Zll is, as expected, much weaker, Eq. (7).

As this study only considers the polarisation basis trans-
formation of reflectivities measured in rain, hence the whole
datasets could not be used to validate the empirical reflectiv-
ity transfer functions derived in the next section. Only radar
data from rain areas were used. From the RHI’s of Fig.1
a rectangular area in the range from 36 km until 50 km, at
heights of 0 km up to 2 km was manually selected. To min-
imise ground clutter echoes, the minimum elevation angle
considered was 0.5◦.

In all, radar data from four days were used, covering 2158
radar pulse volumes of rain only.
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Fig. 1. Range-height indicators of reflectivities Zhh, Z\\ and Zll

(dBZ) taken in June 1993 at 11:19 AM, 11:22 AM and 11:24 AM
respectively.

where z is the propagation axis, j =
√
−1, ω is the angular

frequency, t is the time and k0 is the free-space propagation
constant. Ex̂,ŷ the complex vector amplitude of the electric
field also called Jones vector is given by

Ex̂,ŷ =
(
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where x̂, ŷ are orthonormal vectors forming the polarisation
basis. Polarisation bases used for this work are linear vertical
/ horizontal, linear slant and circular.

The backscattering properties of one single raindrop are
described in terms of the backward scattering amplitude ma-
trix at linear vertical / horizontal polarisation basis as defined
by McCormick and Hendry (1975)(
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where the superscripts i and s denote the incident wave at
the scatterer and the scattered wave at the distance R re-
spectively. Raindrops are assumed to be oblate, symmet-
ric, Pruppacher and Pitter (1971), and uncanted scatterers,
Beard and Jameson (1983), resulting in the simplification of
Shv = Svh = 0. Under these assumptions linear vertical and
horizontal polarisations are the principal polarisations which
propagate through rain without being depolarised.

The polarisation basis transformation of the backward
scattering amplitude matrix is given by

Sê1,ê2 = UT
ê1,ê2→v̂,ĥ

Sv̂,ĥUê1,ê2→v̂,ĥ (4)

where the superscript T stands for transposed, Mott (2007).
The basis transformation matrix Uê1,ê2→v̂,ĥ is a 2x2 uni-
tary matrix. The two columns of the basis transformation
matrix are the Jones Vectors of the polarisations ê1 and ê2

expressed in the polarisation basis v̂, ĥ.
The basis transformation matrix between vertical / hori-
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(l̂, r̂) and +45◦ / -45◦ linear slant polarisations (/̂, \̂) are
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resulting in the transformed backward scattering amplitude
matrices
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It should be pointed out that at linear vertical / horizon-
tal polarisation basis the anisotropy of the oblate raindrops
shows up in the main diagonal of the scattering matrix. How-
ever, at circular or linear slant polarisation basis this informa-
tion is contained within the columns of the scattering matrix.

2.2 Scattering simulation of rain

To simulate the backward scattering amplitudes of raindrops,
the Fredholm integral method (FIM) for dielectric spheroids
was used, Holt et al. (1978). All raindrops were assumed to
be equally aligned with their major axis along horizontal po-
larisation without any canting. The empirical relationships of
Ray (1972) were applied to calculate the dielectric properties
of the raindrops.

Three raindrop shape models served as input to the scat-
tering simulation

Fig. 1. Range-height indicators of the reflectivitiesZhh, Z\\ and
Zll (dBZ) measured the 4th of June 1993 at 11:50 a.m., 11:51 a.m.
and 11:52 a.m. respectively.

3 Empirical relations between reflectivities for polarisa-
tion basis transformation

Following the scattering simulation approach described in
the preceding section, reflectivities at different polarisation
bases were calculated and plotted against each other, black
dots in Fig.2.

As one can see from Eqs. (7), (8), (11), (12) and
(13) Zrl=Zlr=Z//=Z\\ andZll=Zrr=Z\/=Z/\ in the ab-
sence of propagation effects and for symmetric raindrops all
equally aligned and uncanted. Therefore, two empirical rela-
tions are enough to transformZhh into these reflectivities.

The two linear reflectivity transfer functions that were de-
rived are

Z//,\\,lr,rl(dBZ) = 0.98 · Zhh(dBZ) + 0.25 (15)

www.adv-radio-sci.net/7/279/2009/ Adv. Radio Sci., 7, 279–284, 2009
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. Scattering simulation results for reflectivities (black) and
their linear fits (red dashed lines),(a) Z// = f(Zhh), Eq. 15, (b)
Z\/ = f(Zhh), Eq.16.

and

Z\/,/\,ll,rr(dBZ) = 1.52 · Zhh(dBZ) − 42.66. (16)

They are depicted as dashed red curves in Fig.2 (a) and
(b). The standard deviation of the fit forZ//,\\,lr,rl in com-
parison to the simulation results is 0.22 dB and forZ\/,/\,ll,rr

the standard deviation is 3.99 dB.
The large standard deviation for theZ\/,/\,ll,rr−Zhh fit

might be explained, expanding the radar cross sections as

σrl/ ll = π ·

(
|Shh|

2
+ |Svv|

2
± 2|Shh||Svv| cosδ

)
(17)

with
δ = 6 Shh − 6 Svv. (18)

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. Test of the reflectivity transfer functions with radar data
for (a) Z/\ and(b) Z\\. Plotted along the x-axis are the measured
reflectivities (dBZ) and plotted on the y-axis are the reflectivities at
the same polarisation estimated from the measured reflectivityZhh

(dBZ) using the reflectivity transfer functions, Eqs. (15) and (16).

The difference betweenσrl andσll is the sign before the
last term in Eq. (17) that contains the differential phase on
backscatteringδ. Especially the weak echoσll is sensitive to
small changes of this phase.

Note that forδ>90◦ the weak echo becomes the strong
one and vice versa. The differential phase on backscatter-
ing of rain alone will not reach such high values at C-band,
but there might exist a differential system phase offset or the
differential propagation phase that contributes to this term.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 4. Same as Fig.3 but with radar data at circular polarisation
basis,(a) Zll and(b) Zrl .

4 Application to polarimetric radar data

The empirical functions to transform the polarisation basis
of reflectivities, Eqs. (15) and (16), were applied to the radar
data presented in Sect.2.3. The results are shown in form
of scatter plots in Figs.3 and4. Plotted are the measured
reflectivities in dBZ along the x-axis and along the y-axis the
reflectivity at the same polarisation basis calculated fromZhh

(dBZ) using the reflectivity transfer functions, Eqs. (15) and
(16). Also shown in the figures are the mean offset and the
standard deviation from they=x line (dashed red line).

The best result shows the co-polar reflectivity at linear
slant polarisation basisZ\\ with a mean deviation of−0.47
dB between the measurement and the application of the re-
flectivity transfer function toZhh, Eq. (15). The standard de-
viation of about 3 dB is probably mainly attributed to the time
interval of one to three minutes between the measurements
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and

Z\/,/\,ll,rr(dBZ) = 1.52 · Zhh(dBZ)− 42.66. (16)

They are depicted as dashed red curves in Figs. 2 (a)
and (b). The standard deviation of the fit for Z//,\\,lr,rl
in comparison to the simulation results is 0.22 dB and for
Z\/,/\,ll,rr the standard deviation is 3.99 dB.

The large standard deviation for the Z\/,/\,ll,rr − Zhh fit
might be explained, expanding the radar cross sections as

σrl/ll = π ·
(
|Shh|2 + |Svv|2 ± 2|Shh||Svv| cos δ

)
(17)

with
δ = ∠Shh − ∠Svv. (18)

The difference between σrl and σll is the sign before the
last term in Eqn. (17) that contains the differential phase on
backscattering δ. Especially the weak echo σll is sensitive to
small changes of this phase.

Note that for δ > 90◦ the weak echo becomes the strong
one and vice versa. The differential phase on backscatter-
ing of rain alone will not reach such high values at C-band,
but there might exist a differential system phase offset or the
differential propagation phase that contributes to this term.

4 Application to polarimetric radar data

The empirical functions to transform the polarisation basis of
reflectivities, Eqns. (15) and (16), were applied to the radar
data presented in section 2.3. The results are shown in form
of scatter plots in Figs. 3 and 4. Plotted are the measured
reflectivities in dBZ along the x-axis and along the y-axis
the reflectivity at the same polarisation basis calculated from
Zhh (dBZ) using the reflectivity transfer functions, Eqns.
(15) and (16). Also shown in the figures are the mean off-
set and the standard deviation from the y = x line (dashed
red line).

The best result shows the co-polar reflectivity at linear
slant polarisation basis Z\\ with a mean deviation of -0.47
dB between the measurement and the application of the re-
flectivity transfer function to Zhh, Eqn. (15). The standard
deviation of about 3 dB is probably mainly attributed to the
time interval of one to three minutes between the measure-
ments of the storm in linear vertical / horizontal and linear
slant polarisation basis. This time interval between the suc-
cessive measurements is large enough for the measured re-
flectivities to contain random and systematic drifts. At any
rate the time interval is significantly larger than the time scale
of decorrelation, Tracksdorf et al. (2005). The higher devia-
tions for the results at circular polarisation basis, Figs. 4, are
also reasonable because the measurement at circular polari-
sation basis was always the last one.

There exists another effect that might be responsible for
the deviations between linear slant and circular polarisation

Fig. 5. Dependence of Z//, Z\\ and Z/\ on the effective canting
angle in the polarisation plane for a rain rate of 20 mm/h.

basis. That is, that the reflectivities at circular polarisa-
tion basis are insensitive to raindrop canting angle variations
whereas the reflectivities at linear slant polarisation basis are
not. To quantify this influence, the scattering simulation was
expanded. A raindrop canting angle α in the polarisation
plane, Holt (1984), was included. The dependence of the re-
flectivities Z//, Z\\ and Z/\ on the raindrop canting angle α
in the plane of polarisation is shown in Fig. 5. The simula-
tion was performed for an exponential Marshall-Palmer drop
size distribution, Marshall and Palmer (1948), and a rain rate
of 20 mm/h.

It is expected that the raindrop canting angle is narrowly
distributed with a mean close to zero, Beard and Jameson
(1983). The simulation results indicate that for these small
canting angles the variations of the reflectivities are well be-
low the measurement accuracy of 1 dB. So, it is concluded
that canting angle effects will have a very marginal effect on
the results of our polarisation basis transformation of the re-
flectivities.

The higher standard deviations for Z/\ and Zll compared
to the standard deviations for Z\\ and Zrl are in agreement
with the simulation results. We also note that the signal to
noise ratios are less favourable in the weaker channels.

5 Conclusions

Scattering simulations of rain at C-band were performed in
order to obtain empirical functions to transform directly the
polarisation basis of reflectivities. In all, two linear functions
were presented to transform the reflectivity Zhh into the co-
and cross-polarised reflectivities at linear slant and circular
polarisation basis.

Fig. 5. Dependence ofZ//, Z\\ andZ/\ on the effective canting
angle in the polarisation plane for a rain rate of 20 mm/h.

of the storm in linear vertical/horizontal and linear slant po-
larisation basis. This time interval between the successive
measurements is large enough for the measured reflectivities
to contain random and systematic drifts. At any rate the time
interval is significantly larger than the time scale of decorre-
lation,Tracksdorf et al.(2005). The higher deviations for the
results at circular polarisation basis, Fig.4, are also reason-
able because the measurement at circular polarisation basis
was always the last one.

There exists another effect that might be responsible for
the deviations between linear slant and circular polarisation
basis. That is, that the reflectivities at circular polarisa-
tion basis are insensitive to raindrop canting angle variations
whereas the reflectivities at linear slant polarisation basis are
not. To quantify this influence, the scattering simulation was
expanded. A raindrop canting angleα in the polarisation
plane,Holt (1984), was included. The dependence of the
reflectivitiesZ//, Z\\ andZ/\ on the raindrop canting angle
α in the plane of polarisation is shown in Fig.5. The simula-
tion was performed for an exponential Marshall-Palmer drop
size distribution,Marshall and Palmer(1948), and a rain rate
of 20 mm/h.

It is expected that the raindrop canting angle is narrowly
distributed with a mean close to zero,Beard and Jameson
(1983). The simulation results indicate that for these small
canting angles the variations of the reflectivities are well be-
low the measurement accuracy of 1 dB. So, it is concluded
that canting angle effects will have a very marginal effect on
the results of our polarisation basis transformation of the re-
flectivities.

The higher standard deviations forZ/\ andZll compared
to the standard deviations forZ\\ andZrl are in agreement
with the simulation results. We also note that the signal to
noise ratios are less favourable in the weaker channels.
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5 Conclusions

Scattering simulations of rain at C-band were performed in
order to obtain empirical functions to transform directly the
polarisation basis of reflectivities. In all, two linear functions
were presented to transform the reflectivityZhh into the co-
and cross-polarised reflectivities at linear slant and circular
polarisation basis.

These relations were applied successfully to polarimetric
weather radar data. Better results were obtained for the trans-
formation fromZhh into linear slant polarisation basis than
into circular polarisation basis. The simulation showed that
these differences can not be due to raindrop canting angle
effects on backscattering. More likely responsible, amongst
others, is the time lag between the measurements at differ-
ent polarisation bases. The order in which the measurements
took place was first at linear vertical / horizontal polarisation
basis, followed by the measurement at linear slant polarisa-
tion basis and finally at circular polarisation basis. The time
lag between the measurements was always in the order of one
to three minutes, long enough to cause a drift in the meteo-
rological state. A more meaningful check of the reflectivity
transfer functions might be achieved when the storm is mea-
sured at different polarisation basis in time intervals in the
order of seconds.

The backscattering simulation revealed that the weak echo
component at linear slant and circular polarisation basis is
prone to even small changes of the differential phase on
backscattering. In weather radar measurements, this phase
will be superimposed by the differential propagation phase.
Therefore, further work has to include the modeling of prop-
agation effects that deteriorate the polarisation of the trans-
mitted linear slant and circular polarised wave.
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